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Tips for Working with your QR Code Label

• If you’re connecting your QR code to a video, pre-record your video and save it to 
your device library, then scan the code and connect it in the app. Pre-recording your 
video will ensure that your video is just the way you like it.

• When writing with the Pigma Pen on the QR Code label, try to write smoothly with a 
light hand without pausing the pen tip on the fabric surface. This fabric is a cotton 
poplin, and the Pigma Pen can slightly absorb into the grain line of the fabric. The 
Electric Quilt fabric (the plain sheets provided in your box) has a more smooth texture 
and you’ll not experience this with those fabric sheets.

• Your label needs to be trimmed. (See next tip.) Practice using your pen on the 
outermost edge of the label that you will be trimming away.

• The cutting line is indicated by the dark black line around the rectangular label. You 
may only have one or two black lines showing, but look at its relation to the gray line, 
which is the fold line for the seam allowance and trim about 1/4” outside this light gray 
line. Trim the bolder, black line away so that it doesn’t shadow through. 

• Hand sew to your project with a whipstitch.

Note: the stkr.it website, which is a sister website to storypatches.com, sells QR codes 
that you can download and print! They are only $.99 for twelve (12) codes, so why not 
purchase them and print them on labels from your Quilt Label Collective CD! Simply add 
them as an image to the label in your word processor!

From Story Patches website - Tips for your StoryPatches label:

1. Write down your message details and practice on paper first if needed
2 Before attaching or fusing, label can be lightly dyed, but contrast must be kept 
between the black code and the background
3. Do not sew through the code itself; you must leave a small border around the code
4. Label is machine-washable

http://stkr.it
http://storypatches.com

